Gestural expressions in use for unveiling dynamic experience attributed to verbs
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Motivation of the study

Motor imagination in experiencing arts

Experiment

When studying human experience, we usually need to
rely heavily on verbalizations by which a person
describes his or her subjective feelings, emotions and
perceptions. For example, if somebody says that a
certain passage of music feels like ‘floating away’, we
have to ask to what degree and how these words are
capable of grasping the dynamic, experiential qualities
of being involved with that particular piece of music.

Some researchers (such as De Preester and Godøy)
have emphasized that when experiencing arts, either
visual arts or temporal forms of music, imagination is
tied to our capacity to silently mimic or resonate with the
embodied ways an object of art been produced. More
generally, it is about how we creatively can imagine the
motoric effort in visuals or sounds. In experiencing arts,
imagination thus involves an enactive apprehension of
the dynamicity in its forms and objects.
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Reading a verb:

It is not that far-fetched to assume that motor
imagination is also present when we use words as a
means of expression. Therefore, we might attribute a
certain dynamicity to a verb through bodily
apprehension of the word. Enactive linkage between
linguistic thinking and body movements is assumed to
work in two ways: both in concretizing and situating
the content of an abstract word as well as in translating
living, dynamic experiences into the form of words.
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Bursting (purskahtaen)
Exerting (ponnistaen)
Releasing (vapauttaen)
Fading (hiipuen)
Dragging (raahaten)
Tensing (jännittäen)
Pulsating (sykkien)
Trembling (vavahdellen)
Stroking (silitellen)

Opening (aueten)
Flipping over (kiepahtaen)
Crumpling (rutistuen)
Floating (leijuen)
Suspending (pidättäen)
Stretching (venyttäen)
Swaying (keinuen)
Tremoring (täristäen)
Rolling (rullaten)

!

Motor imagination in understanding the content:

Gestural articulation of the content:
Hand gesture
condition 	


motiongram	


Video	


”bursting”	


Reaching for (kurottautuen)
Dropping oneself (pudottautuen)
Streaking (syöksähtäen)
Rising (kohoten)
Sidling (hivuttautuen)
Withdrawing (vetäytyen)
Walking (askeltaen)
Groping (tunnustellen)
Ramming (juntaten)

Linguistic comprehension	


Enactive, motoric apprehension	


Vocal gesture
condition	


spectrogram	


Motion of vocal organs	


Audio	


Time	


Traces of motor imagination	


This study explores the qualities of dynamic experience
attributed to verbs through gestures produced in
experimental setting, in which isolated verbs (in written
form) were used as stimuli.

Motor imagination in verbalizations

Motion of hands	


The theory of embodied cognition holds that conceptual
and linguistic thought is grounded on sensorimotor
processes. So assuming that there is a link between
human bodily action and linguistic processes, the
verbal expression ‘floating’ might indeed be based on
concrete action-oriented aspects present in the musical
listening experience (and in musical forms), rather than
just being an arbitrary mental image evoked by music.
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Analysis

Expected results

Preliminary results

The examination of the material is still at early stage.
In addition to preliminary (informal) analysis, a
qualitative paired comparison tests of gestural samples
(within each word) are currently under way. The
important function of these comparisons is to profile
the material and to outline samples that are, e.g.,
anomalies or stereotypical. For a smaller number of
samples, future analysis will include phenomenological
and empathetic approaches on examining the
experiential qualities of motion and the involvement of,
e.g., image schemas and metaphors.

Intra-word similarities:
Within each participant, it is expected that the
underlying motor imagination/apprehension of the
word’s content is more or less stable. Therefore
similarities will likely be observed across trials and
across conditions (cross-modally) for the same word.

Preliminary qualitative analysis of the expressions
(within a word) shows degrees of similarity in terms of
experiential movement qualities. Intra-participant
coherence between hands and vocal gestures give a
promising support for the theory of motor imagination.

Quantitative extraction of motion data is also planned
(for video: 2D trajectories, overall QoM, and for voice:
contours of intensity, pitch and “spectral pitch”).
Visualized data will be analyzed qualitatively.
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Across participants differences are likely, but some
aspects of motoric apprehension should still be shared
among the individuals of the same culture. Similarities
are expected to lie in more general dynamic features
and kinaesthetic qualities and/or parameters.
Inter-word differences:
Words were intentionally chosen to introduce different
kinds of dynamic qualities into the examination.

Implications
Even the early results imply that conceiving a verb’s
meaning is not necessarily far removed from bodily
action. In the context of music listening, this type of
study provides support for outlining linkages between
action-oriented embodied qualities in music and their
verbalizations.
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